ABSTRACT In order to achieve high spectral efficiency and low access delay, this paper introduces cyclical non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) into unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-enabled wireless network. It allows the UAV to communicate with multiple ground users in the same time-frequency resources, cyclically. The minimum throughput over all ground users is maximized by jointly optimizing multiuser communication scheduling with cyclical NOMA and UAV trajectory. It turns out that the maximization of minimum throughput is a mixed integer non-linear non-convex optimization problem. In this paper, this problem is decoupled into two blocks, i.e., the optimization of multiuser communication scheduling with cyclical NOMA and the optimization of UAV trajectory. Then, a joint optimization algorithm is proposed based on the block coordinate descent method. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed joint optimization method can double the minimum throughput, compared with cyclical TDMA. In addition, it reduces users' average access delay and UAV's flying range under the same minimum throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be deployed as aerial base stations [1] - [8] or wireless relays [9] - [12] owing to their large coverage capabilities and rapid deployment. In particular, employing UAVs as mobile aerial base stations can not only enhance the throughput and coverage of existing cellular systems in high-demand and overloaded situations, but also provide continuous wireless coverage to ground users in remote mountain areas and natural disaster areas. Therefore, UAV-enabled wireless network has attracted significant attention in recent years [13] .
In [1] , the UAV serves as a mobile aerial base station with cyclical time division multiple access (TDMA). In cyclical TDMA, there is at most one user that can be served in a time slot during UAV's flight cycle. Compared with the case of a static UAV, the throughput can be significantly improved for delay-tolerant applications. However, the assumption that ground users are equally distributed on a one-dimensional (1-D) line restricts the applicability in practice. Additionally, the UAV flies in a given circular trajectory in [1] . As a result, the mobility of UAV can't be fully utilized.
In order to improve the minimum throughput, UAV trajectory and communication scheduling with cyclical TDMA are jointly optimized in [5] . In particular, the ground users are randomly and uniformly distributed in a two-dimensional (2-D) area. It has been shown the jointly optimized minimum throughput outperforms that of a given circular trajectory [5] , [6] . However, TDMA only supports access of a single user in every time slot. As the user number increases, the minimum throughput will drop rapidly, and the average access delay of users will increase. Wu and Zhang [7] characterize the fundamental tradeoff between throughput and delay in the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) network. The UAV-enabled wireless network has a large number of user connections and low access delay requirements. Therefore, the fruitful deployment of UAV-enabled wireless network is highly involved in finding a suitable multiple access approach with a multitude of users in a spectral efficient way.
Recently, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) improves the spectral efficiency and provides fair access with the ability to serve multiusers by sharing the same time, frequency or code resources, as compared with orthogonal multiple access (OMA) [14] - [23] . Motivated by the superiority, NOMA can be applied to the UAV-enabled network for both higher spectral efficiency and lower access delay. There are a few studies discussing the performance of NOMA in UAV wireless network most recently [24] - [26] .
The work presented in [24] and [25] , shows that NOMA has better performance in terms of sum-rate, coverage, energy efficiency and outage probability, compared with OMA. However, in [24] and [25] , NOMA's viability is established under the assumption that there are only two ground users. The multiuser pairing and communication scheduling are not discussed. In addition, the UAV's mobility is not fully exploited due to the lack of UAV trajectory optimization. Wu et al. [26] demonstrate an optimal ''hover-flyhover'' UAV trajectory and characterize the capacity region of a UAV-enabled two-user broadcast channel (BC) from an information-theoretic perspective.
Motivated by the superiority of the cyclical manner [1] and the efficiency of NOMA [24] - [26] , a new cyclical NOMA scheme is proposed for UAV-enabled wireless network in this paper. In the cyclical NOMA scheme, multiuser pairing and communication scheduling are designed in cyclically varying patterns, to exploit the periodic channel variations among UAV and users. Moreover, in order to reap the full benefits of both NOMA's high spectral efficiency and UAV's high-mobility, we jointly optimize multiuser communication scheduling with cyclical NOMA and UAV trajectory.
In this paper, we introduce cyclical NOMA into UAV-enabled wireless network. In the network, a single UAV is employed to serve a group of users in its covering 2-D area with cyclical NOMA. Specifically, the UAV's flight cycle can be divided into several time slots. In any time slot, there could be more than two users sharing the time, according to NOMA's principle. Taking system complexity into account, this paper studies the typical case, where there are two users being served in any time slot, the same as in [14] - [19] . Aiming to maximize the minimum throughput to achieve fair performance among users, we formulate the optimization problem as a function of multiuser communication scheduling with cyclical NOMA and UAV trajectory. Because the multiuser communication scheduling and UAV trajectory are closely coupled with each other, the problem is complicated. Furthermore, the optimization problem is non-convex with respect to UAV trajectory. As a result, it's shown to be a complex non-linear non-convex optimization problem. By leveraging the block coordinate descent method [27] , we decouple the optimization problem into two blocks, i.e., the optimization of multiuser communication scheduling with cyclical NOMA and the optimization of UAV trajectory. Specifically, on one hand, we propose a two-layer optimization-based algorithm to optimize the multiuser communication scheduling with cyclical NOMA for given UAV trajectory; on the other hand, we propose an iterative algorithm to optimize UAV trajectory for given multiuser communication scheduling. Based on the above, a joint optimization algorithm is proposed for the overall optimization problem. Simulation results demonstrate that the minimum throughput of cyclical NOMA can be improved, compared with cyclical TDMA [5] . In particular, the minimum throughput of proposed joint optimization algorithm can achieve twice as much as that of cyclical TDMA. Additionally, users' average access delay and UAV's flying range can be reduced by cyclical NOMA under the same minimum throughput.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the necessary background, including the cyclical TDMA based UAV-enabled system and NOMA transmission principle. In Section III, we present the cyclical NOMA based UAV-enabled system, and a joint optimization algorithm is proposed to maximize the minimum throughput. Simulation results are provided in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we first review the cyclical TDMA based UAV-enabled system and the optimization problem. Additionally, the concepts and benefits of NOMA for both uplink and downlink transmissions are briefly described.
A. CYCLICAL TDMA BASED UAV-ENABLED SYSTEM
Wu et al. [5] consider a cyclical TDMA based UAV-enabled system, as shown in Fig. 1 . Herein, a single UAV is deployed as the mobile aerial base station, communicating with ground users via cyclical TDMA. The UAV's flight cycle, which is exactly the cyclical period of cyclical TDMA, is denoted by T . In cyclical TDMA, the cyclical period T is divided into N equal time slots, and the UAV is employed to serve at most one user in every time slot during the cyclical period. The transmission power of UAV is assumed to keep constant during the whole flight cycle. In addition, the UAV flies at a fixed altitude H above ground, and the maximum speed of UAV is V max . The user set is denoted by K with |K| = K .
In the three-dimensional (3-D) Cartesian coordinate system, the horizonal coordinate of user i is denoted by
For ease of exposition, UAV trajectory can be approximated by the N two-dimensional sequences, expressed as
In addition, for the sake of simplicity, the channel quality between the UAV and users is assumed to depend only on the UAV-user distances, and the Doppler effect is assumed to be well compensated at the receivers. Therefore, the channel power gain h i [n] from the UAV to user i in the time slot n can be expressed by [5] , where ρ 0 represents the channel power gain at the reference distance d 0 = 1 m, and d i [n] represents the distance from the UAV to user i in the time slot n.
Based on the system model, the authors define the minmum throughput η as a function of communication scheduling matrix A = {α i [n], ∀i, n} ∈ R K ×N and UAV trajectory matrix Q = {q[n], ∀n} ∈ R N ×2 , where α i [n] is a binary variable. Specially, α i [n] = 1 indicates that user i is served by the UAV in the time slot n. In practice, at most one user can be served in any time slot under the TDMA principle. Thus, there is at most one non-zero element in every column of the matrix A. For the sake of simplicity, Wu et al. [5] relax the binary variables α i [n] into continuous variables. The goal is to maximize the minimum throughput η by jointly optimizing A and Q. In conclusion, the cyclical TDMA based UAV-enabled system optimization problem is formulated as:
where P denotes the constant transmission power of the UAV. σ 2 is the additive white Gaussian noise power at the receivers for all users. The non-convex optimization problem can be solved by the proposed algorithm in [5] . The numerical results show that the minimum throughput goes up as T increases. Specially, in the ideal situation, when at least one of T and V max is sufficiently large, the UAV's traveling time among users can be negligible. Thus, the achievable upper bound of throughput R up TDMA can be obtained as:
The above result indicates that the minimum throughput decreases, when the user number increases. Additionally, the average access delay increases along with increasing T . Therefore, a new multiple access approach is required to enlarge the minimum throughput and reduce the average access delay. Inspired by NOMA's ability to provide efficient access to massive connected devices in the same time, frequency, or code during UAV's flight cycle, we apply cyclical NOMA to the UAV-enabled wireless network to satisfy those demands.
B. NOMA TRANSMISSION PRINCIPLE
NOMA is a non-orthogonal multiple access approach, in which multiple users share the same time, frequency or code etc resources [15] . Particularly, by exploiting channel differences among users, multiple users' signals are superposed in power domain to achieve superior spectral efficiency. At the transmitter, the user with poor channel condition is assigned more power, relative to the user with better channel condition. At the receiver, non-linear approach such as successive interference cancellation (SIC) [16] is employed for multiuser decoding. As shown in Fig. 2 , taking the two-user case as example [14] - [19] , we briefly describe the transmission principle of NOMA for both uplink and downlink, in the consideration of single transmit and receive antennas with normalized transmission bandwidth.
1) UPLINK NOMA
Firstly we consider the case in which two users transmit signals to the base station, at the same time and on the same frequency resource. The signal of user i (i = 1, 2) is denoted by s i with the transmission power P i . We assume that user 1 is the cell-edge user with the channel gain h 1 , and user 2 is the cell-center user with the channel gain h 2 , i.e., |h 1 | 2 < |h 2 | 2 . In addition, the noise observed at the base station is denoted by n, with the power spectral density of N 0 . Thus, the received signal r at the base station is denoted as follows:
At the base station, SIC is conducted according to the descending order of channel gains. Thus, assuming no error propagation [16] , the throughput R up i of user i can be calculated as:
2) DOWNLINK NOMA
Secondly we consider the case in which the base station transmits a signal s to two users with a sum transmission power P [14] , [15] . The allocated power for user i (i = 3, 4) is denoted by P i . The transmitted signal at the base station can be denoted as follows:
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The channel gain between the base station and user i is denoted by h i . Thus, the received signal at the user i is expressed as:
We assume that user 3 is the cell-center user with the channel gain h 3 , and user 4 is the cell-edge user with the channel gain h 4 , i.e., h 3 2 > h 4 2 . In this case, the optimal order of decoding is in the increasing order of channel gains. Based on this order, we can actually assume that any user can correctly decode the message of another user, whose decoding order comes before the corresponding user [16] . Thus, the throughput R down i of user i can be calculated as:
III. CYCLICAL NOMA BASED UAV-ENABLED SYSTEM
This section firstly describes the cyclical NOMA based UAV-enabled system model. Then, based on this system set-up, aiming to maximize the minimum throughput η, we jointly optimize the multiuser communication scheduling A with cyclical NOMA and UAV trajectory Q. Specifically, on one hand, for given UAV trajectory Q, the optimal multiuser communication scheduling A can be optimized by the proposed two-layer optimization-based algorithm; on the other hand, for given multiuser communication scheduling A, the optimal UAV trajectory Q can also be optimized by the proposed iterative algorithm. Finally, the joint optimization algorithm is proposed, and its convergence is analyzed.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
As shown in Fig. 3 , we consider a downlink transmission scenario, where a single UAV is deployed as a mobile aerial base station, transmitting signals to a group of K ground users. The obtained results can also be applicable to uplink transmission scenario. Different from [5] , we introduce cyclical NOMA into the UAV-enabled wireless network, i.e., the UAV is employed to serve two of multiple ground users in every time slot during the cyclical period T , the same as in [14] - [19] . Hereby, there are two '1's in every column of the multiuser communication scheduling matrix A. It's worth noting that there can be three or even more users accessing to the UAV in every time slot. The algorithm for two-user accessing can be extended to more users' case. In this model, for any given time slot n, the UAV transmits the superposed signal
[n] to each user U i , i ∈ 1, 2, where P denotes the constant transmission poewr, and a i represents the power allocation factor for message s i of U i . Based on the NOMA principle, the user with low channel gain requires to be allocated more power. As in [5] , we assume that the channel quality between the UAV and users depends only on the UAV-user distances, and the Doppler effect can be well compensated at the receivers. Thus the wireless channels between the UAV and ground users follow the free-space path loss models. The user distributed farther needs a larger power allocation factor. After receiving the combined signal, the user conducts SIC to decode its own message.
It should be noticed that we keep power the same when regarding the performance comparison between NOMA and TDMA for fairness. Moreover, as in [22] , [23] , and [28] , NOMA is compared with TDMA fairly in the following manner. In NOMA, the rates can be achieved:
While in TDMA, the rates can be achieved under the same resources:
, where k represents the fraction of the time devoted to user 1.
In our system, we combine two time slots in cyclical TDMA as a time slot in cyclical NOMA. Hence, as for cyclical NOMA, in the time slot n, if user i is the far user accessing to the UAV, its achievable data rate can be expressed as:
Otherwise, its achievable data rate can be expressed as:
where a far i is the power allocation factor of the far user, a near i is the power allocation factor of the near user, and a near i = 1 − a far i . In this paper, fixed power allocation is considered, the same as in [14] and [15] . On one hand, we keep consistent with the benchmark, cyclical TDMA, for the sake of fair comparison. On the other hand, there are many choices for power allocation policies in practice, depending on the requirements of applications [23] . In order to simplify the analytical development, we focus only on the use of fixed power allocation.
In this system model, we define users' rate matrices as R far = {R
[n], ∀i, n} ∈ R K ×N , respectively. Specifically, the element R far i [n] of row i and column n in users' rate matrix R far denotes the achievable rate in the case where user i is the far one accessing to the UAV in time slot n. The element R near i [n] of row i and column n in users' rate matrix R near denotes the achievable rate in the case where user i locates nearer than another user in time slot n. Herein, the average data rate during a cyclical period T for user i can be given as:
where α near i
[n] = 1 indicates that user i is the near user accessing to the UAV in time slot n, while α far i [n] = 1 indicates that user i is the far one served by the UAV in time slot n.
Based on the above system set-up, our goal is to maximize the minimum throughput η by jointly optimizing A and Q with cyclical NOMA. The optimization problem is formulated as:
In equation (11) , constraint (11a) stems from the minimum throughput requirement, and constraints (11b)-(11f ) make sure that two different users simultaneously communicate with the UAV in every time slot. UAV trajectory is constrained by (11g)-(11h). Due to the non-linear non-convex constraint (11a) and mixed integer constraints (11d), (11e), problem 2 proves to be a mixed integer non-linear non-convex optimization problem.
B. PROPOSED NOMA SOLUTION
To address problem 2, the binary variables in (11d), (11e) can be relaxed into continuous variables [5] . Hereby, the mixed integer constraints (11d), (11e) are simplified as:
UAV trajectory, a two-layer optimization-based algorithm is proposed to achieve the optimization of multiuser communication scheduling; as for given multiuser communication scheduling, an iterative algorithm is proposed to achieve the optimization of UAV trajectory. Further, based on the above two specific optimization problems, we propose a joint optimization algorithm for the cyclical NOMA based UAV-enabled system.
1) MULTIUSER COMMUNICATION SCHEDULING OPTIMIZATION
Firstly, as for given UAV trajectory, we consider the case in which the minimum throughput is expressed as a function of multiuser communication scheduling. Hereby, problem 2 can be simplified into the following optimization problem:
With cyclical TDMA, for given UAV trajectory Q, the optimization problem aiming at multiuser communication scheduling A is a standard linear programming (LP). It can be solved by existing optimization tools such as CVX [29] . However, it proves to be difficult with cyclical NOMA: in any time slot, the multiuser communication scheduling A depends on the users' rates; for the same user, the achievable rate will be totally different, depending on the relative channel condition of the other user accessing to UAV in the same time slot. Thus, the matrices of users' rates and multiuser communication scheduling matrix are closely coupled with each other, which makes it challenging to solve in general. As a consequence, problem 3 is a complex non-linear optimization problem.
As for non-linear optimization problems, we normally try to relax some indexes or explore different methods [30] . To tackle the non-linearity of problem 3, we propose a two-layer optimization-based algorithm by decomposing the multiuser communication scheduling matrix A into communication scheduling matrices A near = {α near i
[n], ∀i, n} ∈ R K ×N and A far = {α far i [n], ∀i, n} ∈ R K ×N . Under the NOMA principle, a near user and a far one can be served in any time slot. Thus, there is only one non-zero element in every column of the matrices A near and A far , respectively. As such, the complex non-linear optimization problem is converted to two standard LPs, which can be solved by CVX.
In the proposed two-layer optimization-based algorithm, firstly, we locate the ground users and initialize UAV trajectory. The users' coordinates are denoted by W = {w i , i ∈ K}, and UAV trajectory is expressed as Q = {q[n], ∀n}. Note that the initial UAV trajectory needs to satisfy the periodic condition, for example, a circular trajectory or static.
Secondly, based on the users' locations and the position of UAV in every time slot, we can calculate users' rates R [n] by (8) and (9) respectively. Those users' rate matrices R near and R far are constructed.
Next, the optimization problem 3, aiming at multiuser communication scheduling A, is decomposed into the optimization problems 3−1 and 3−2, respectively. Optimization problem 3 − 1 aims to obtain the communication scheduling matrix A near , which indicates the near users accessing to the UAV over UAV's flight cycle. In the same way, optimization problem 3 − 2 aims to obtain the communication scheduling matrix A far .
As such, we can implement the multiuser communication scheduling optimization via a two-layer optimization-based process. In the first layer, i.e., optimization problem 3 − 1, the communication scheduling A near and the optimized minimum throughput η near for the near users can be obtained by a LP process, based on the near users' rate matrix R near . Under the NOMA principle, in a time slot, there are two users, i.e., the near and the far, accessing to the UAV [14] , [15] . That is, the communication scheduling A near for near users and the communication scheduling A far for far users should satisfy the constraint (13f ). Therefore, before the second layer, a ''zero-forcing'' step is needed. Additionally, a ''nearfar constraint'' step is also conducted. Specifically, the far users' rate matrix R far is updated based on the obtained A near . In the second layer, the communication scheduling A far and the optimized minimum throughput η far for the far users can be obtained by a LP process, based on the updated far users' rate matrix R far .
Finally, according to the principle of NOMA, the achievable average rate of user i over N time slots is the sum of the near and far average rates. Therefore, for given UAV trajectory, the optimized minimum throughput η A can be given by η A = η near + η far . The multiuser communication scheduling matrix A is obtained by A = A near + A far .
The structure of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. 
2) UAV TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Secondly, as for given multiuser communication scheduling, we consider the case in which the minimum throughput is expressed as a function of UAV trajectory. Hereby, problem 2 can be simplified into the following optimization problem:
Problem 4 is non-convex due to the non-convex constraint (16a). In constraint (16a), the left-hand-side is non-convex with respect to q [n] . However, it's convex with respect to q[n] − w i 2 . It's well known that the first-order Taylor expansion of convex optimization function behaves as its globally lower-bounded [30] , [31] . Accordingly, the lefthand-side of constraint (16a) can be replaced by its lower bound at a given local point in every iteration. To this end, the non-convex optimization problem 4 can be approximated as:
where η [n] denote the remainders of first-order Taylor expansion.
An iterative algorithm for problem 5 is proposed to obtain the lower bound of the minimum throughput η r Q . In the proposed iterative algorithm, we preset the number of iterations as N iter . Particularly, the optimized UAV trajectory points of last iteration serve as the given local points of next iteration. The structure of the iterative algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. The final optimization result serves as the lower bound for problem 4.
3) JOINT OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Based on the two specific cases analyzed above, a joint optimization algorithm for problem 2 is proposed, which combines the corrections of the multiuser communication scheduling A and UAV trajectory Q by solving both problem 3 and 5 in every iteration. Further, the outputs of last iteration, i.e., A and Q serve as the inputs of next iteration. It's worth pointing that the iteration process will continue until the Conduct CVX program, return Q, η Q . 8 :
optimized minimum throughput is maintained within a preset small threshold value ε. The structure of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Joint Optimization Algorithm for Problem 2
Input: Solve problem 3 for given Q r by the two-layer optimization-based algorithm, obtain A r , η A r .
4:
Solve problem 5 for given A r by the iterative algorithm, obtain Q r+1 , η Q r+1 .
5:
Calculate ε r = η r+1 − η r .
7:
r = r + 1. 8: until ε r < ε 9: Obtain A r+1 , η r+2 for given Q r+1 by the two-layer optimization-based algorithm.
The convergence analysis for the classical coordinate descent method cannot be directly applied, since only the approximation of problem 4, i.e., problem 5 is solved. According to [5] , we analyze the convergence of Algorithm 3. It has been demonstrated that problem 5 at Q r has the same objective value as that of problem 4, since the first-order Taylor expansion is tight at the given local point. Therefore, although we only obtain the lower bound by solving problem 5, the convergence of Algorithm 3 can be guaranteed as well.
Remarkably, in Algorithm 3, the binary variables α near i
[n] and α far i [n] have been relaxed. Therefore, additional processing is needed to reconstruct the binary variables, according to [5] . Specifically, every single time slot n could be divided into M sub-slots, i.e., N = MN . We assign M sub-slots to the selected users, i.e., N near 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we firstly compare the minimum throughputs of cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA, under the same given circular UAV trajectory. Then, the effectiveness of the proposed joint optimization algorithm is verified by comparing the jointly optimized minimum throughputs under the cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA principle at different user number. In addition, we illustrate the minimum throughputs versus the cyclical periods with cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA. Moreover, the optimal trajectories derived from cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA are compared, under the same system settings in Table 1 .
In our cyclical NOMA based UAV-enabled system, users are randomly and uniformly distributed within a geographic area S. To guarantee fast convergence and stable throughput, the low-complexity scheme [5] is used for UAV trajectory initialization. Specifically, we set the initial UAV trajectory to be circular. The circle center c 0 = [x 0 , y 0 ] T is set above the geometric center of ground users, i.e., c 0 =
. The choice of radius r 0 should not only satisfy the maximum UAV speed constraint, but also balance the numbers of users inside and outside the circular trajectory. Therefore, we set r 0 as r 0 = min(r max , r u 2 ), where r max represents the maximum radius of the circular trajectory, and r u represents the largest distance between users and the circle center. Moreover, the following numerical results are based on the parameters set in Table 1 . Refer to [15] , [16] , [18] , and [19] , we set the power allocation factor of the far user a Similar conclusions can be drawn from other power allocation factor settings. In addition, the other parameter settings refer to [5] .
A. MINIMUM THROUGHPUT VERSUS USER NUMBER
In Fig. 4 , we compare the minimum throughputs achieved by the following schemes: 1) Given circular UAV trajectory with cyclical NOMA at T = 30s and T = 80s, the minimum throughput is obtained by Algorithm 1. 2) Given circular UAV VOLUME 7, 2019 trajectory with cyclical TDMA at T = 30s and T = 80s, the minimum throughput is obtained by the algorithm in [5] . In all the schemes, multiuser communication scheduling is optimized, according to the given circular UAV trajectory. Particularly, the minimum throughputs of the aforementioned schemes are shown in Table 2 . Figure 4 shows that the optimized minimum throughputs decrease along with the increasing user numbers, for both cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA. In the cases of the same user number, the optimized minimum throughputs of cyclical NOMA are larger than those of cyclical TDMA. Specially, when UAV's flight circle T = 30s, the optimized minimum throughput gain of cyclical NOMA over cyclical TDMA can be up to 96.6%. While UAV's flight circle T = 80s, the optimized minimum throughput of cyclical NOMA can reach twice the optimized minimum throughput of cyclical TDMA.
According to Table 2 and Fig. 4 , the effectiveness of NOMA is validated in terms of minimum throughput, even without the optimization for UAV trajectory.
Furthermore, by jointly designing multiuser communication scheduling and UAV trajectory with cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA, Figure. 5 illustrates the optimized minimum throughput curves versus user number under the cyclical periods T = 60s and T = 120s. As we can see, the optimized minimum throughputs decrease along with increasing user numbers. Particularly, the minimum throughputs of cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA based UAV-enabled systems are shown in Table 3 . It can be concluded that the jointly optimized minimum throughput is increased significantly by exploiting cyclical NOMA. In particular, the optimized minimum throughput of cyclical NOMA can be twice as much as that of cyclical TDMA.
B. MINIMUM THROUGHPUT VERSUS CYCLICAL PERIOD
In Fig. 6 , the optimized minimum throughputs of cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA under different cyclical periods T are compared. In particular, considering the computational complexity, we take 3 users as example. It shows that the optimized minimum throughput goes up as the cyclical period increases, and eventually converges to a stable value when the cyclical period is significantly large, for both cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA. Specifically, at the same cyclical period, the minimum throughput of cyclical NOMA is almost twice the minimum throughput of cyclical TDMA.
For example, in Fig. 7 , we illustrate the optimized trajectories obtained by the proposed Algorithm 3 and the Algorithm in [5] in the case of T = 60s, K = 6. In this case, the optimized minimum throughputs of cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA are 3.41bps/Hz and 1.68bps/Hz, respectively. It can be seen that cyclical NOMA is capable of doubling the throughput over cyclical TDMA. Moreover, it can be observed that the density of sampled points on the trajectory is higher where the ground users are denser, no matter with cyclical NOMA or cyclical TDMA. This is because the UAV can simultaneously serve more users with superior airto-ground channels to improve the minimum throughput.
A larger cyclical period T incurs a larger average access delay of the users, since each user needs to wait for a longer time from one period to another. As a result, under the condition of the same optimized minimum throughput, the average access delay of the users will be greatly reduced by employing cyclical NOMA.
C. UAV'S FLYING RANGE
In particular, Figure. 8 illustrates the optimized UAV trajectories with cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA respectively, according to different user number.
In Fig. 8(a) , for 3 randomly distributed users, whose locations are marked by black circles '•', a trajectory with cyclical TDMA is illustrated, with the cyclical period T = 100s. Based on the same distribution of the users' locations, we added two additional users, whose locations are marked by blue circles '•'. A trajectory with cyclical NOMA for 5 users is illustrated, with the cyclical period T = 60s. In the aforementioned cases, both minimum throughputs are 3.7bps/Hz. As we can see, in order to achieve the same optimized minimum throughput, the cyclical NOMA principle can serve two more users than cyclical TDMA. At the same time, the cyclical period of TDMA should remain at least T = 100s, while the cyclical period of NOMA just needs T = 60s.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 8(b) , when cyclical TDMA serves 4 users with the cyclical period T = 100s, cyclical NOMA can serve 6 users with the cyclical period T = 40s. In the above cases, both minimum throughputs are 3.0bps/Hz. In addition, from Fig. 8 , by comparing the trajectories with cyclical NOMA and cyclical TDMA, we notice that under the condition of same optimized minimum throughput, the flying range of UAV is reduced by exploiting cyclical NOMA.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS
This paper has investigated the UAV-enabled downlink wireless network with cyclical NOMA. Firstly, we have proposed a two-layer optimization-based algorithm for multiuser communication scheduling optimization. Secondly, we have proposed an iterative algorithm for UAV trajectory optimization. Ultimately, a joint optimization algorithm has been proposed to prove that the jointly optimized minimum throughput in the UAV-enabled downlink wireless network can be increased by exploiting cyclical NOMA. Moreover, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) The jointly optimized minimum throughput of cyclical NOMA is twice as much as that of cyclical TDMA. 2) Cyclical NOMA's average access delay for the users is far less than that of cyclical TDMA, with the restriction of same minimum throughput. 3) Cyclical NOMA can achieve a smaller flying range than cyclical TDMA with the same minimum throughput.
There are three interesting and important issues that are not addressed due to the page limit, which will be discussed in the future. 1) In this paper, cyclical NOMA with fixed power allocation is proved to be effective in UAV-enabled wireless network. How to optimize the power allocation between the two selected users to further improve the minimum throughput in cyclical NOMA is a valuable problem to be investigated in future work.
2) The optimization of cyclical NOMA is validated in the single UAV case in this paper. How to extend the cyclical NOMA scheme to the general case of multiple UAVs enabled network is worthy of further investigation.
3) The energy consumption of UAV is also an important issue in practical application. Thus, how to practically model and analyze the energy-throughput tradeoff will be discussed for future work. 
